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Abstract
The notion and process of ‘letting go’ are examined as explicated in the Asian world view. It is discussed that ‘letting go’ is an 

ingenious move for freeing the self from disquieting emotions and negativity in consciousness.  Islam recommends ‘unconditional 
acceptance,’ of what comes, and ‘let be,’ of what exists. Accepting the inevitable without self demeaning grudge and full conviction 
that cosmic will’ is meant for making things behtar (better), is the way to ‘let be.’ Buddhism considers attachment as the root 
cause of all the suffering and recommends ‘letting go’ attachment with the  ephemeral objects of desire. Hinduism shares such 
insights with added intensity. Some confining factors against ‘letting go’ are attachment and desire to hold; wish to have control 
over aspects of life; fear of the unknown; negative emotions; concern for the outcome of one’s actions, and absence of alternative 
perspectives for freedom.  Accordingly, we consider holding on and attachment to our possessions as important for psychological 
security. However, experts argue that holding on to anything (including our past), is like “holding on one’s breath” which will 
ultimately suffocate. Ironically, ‘letting go’ ends the outwardly search for ‘psychological security’ and frees the self from resisting 
against fear, upset, and tunnel vision. Similarly, desire to have control and power over aspects of life robs the possibility to see 
that we are forcing outcomes, and resisting the way things are.  ‘Letting go’ ends the efforts to force outcome and controlling 
things, we cannot. Thinkers point out that we fear losing all that is known and familiar and hence decide against ‘letting them go.’ 
Further, as of negativity in our thoughts and feelings, we fail to forcefully suppress them and they do exist. Holding on to sadness 
doesn’t make bearing the loss any easier, and patiently enduring pain does not free us from the suffering. Alternatively, ‘let go’ is 
a creative decision against clinging to pain and holding on to the very thing which keeps us away from hope and positivity. ‘Let go’ 
liberates the psyche from the  negativity in emotions that it holds and reveals the reassuring stance of being placed in the present.
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